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Physics 1B(b) Quiz 4
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Problem 1: I have an electron (-1.6 x 10-19 C) moving left to right in a B field
of B = 1T. The electron moves with a velocity 2 x 106 m/ s. I put the electron into a
parallel plate capacitor. The goal is to keep the electron moving straight (left to right).
The capacitor has a gap of 1 mm. What voltage do I put on the capacitor to keep the
electron moving left to right? ~ e....- Fe ~. -J Fe:: Flf'.

a positive voltage on the top plate, V = 2000 V ~ Jf '- ,cW Y)(: D- .\- V~ .I,.oqfZ
(b) positive voltage on the top plate, V = 1.6 x 106 V \ \l.. «: (j

(c) negative voltage on the top plate, V = 2000 V ") 1.V -= %~-
(d) negative voltage on the top plate, V = 1.6 X 106 V ~

-") V -= vBt\:: (:2xIO~ ;>\S'Xrrl!O-3,v\)
Problem 2: Electrons are injected into a chamber with a B field of 10 T at a=-2 CfXJV

velocity of 107 m/ s. the electron will go into cyclotron orbit. What is the direction
and radius of the orbit? Llw2- 0Jkt -J 'f 4)~ ~ S£O. F:' Y V~ iP ':",'f'--

(a) clockwise, 5.69 microns V5V...::t~- ~ISe. J)"ra..-" Y\., (~c...e

(b) clockwise, 5.69 mm ~ (.$ ~ ~ ~)

@cou"irterclockwise, 5.69 micro~ (3.\ 1 v( \ O~, , ~I 07:[ f'l.,S-1 ') = 5.rei
(d) counterclockwise, 5.69 IllIll \ '- ; ~ (i,(.0 Y IO' 11C 10 'T ) - ",-, (~

(a) 1.57 x 10-4 Am2, pointing down
@ 3.93 ~ 10-5 Am2

, pointing do~
(c) 3.93 X 10-6 Am2, pointing down
(d) 1.57 x 10-5 Am2

, pointing up

Problem 3: What is the magnetic moment on 10 loops of wire with a current of
5 A going clockwise around 10 loops?
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Problem 4: You have a permanent magnet that has a magnetic field between the

pole faces equal to 0.1 T. You have a piece of copper wire of radius 1 mm and length 1
cm. You want to levitate the current and defy gravity. How much current do you put
through the wire, and do you configure the wire in the magnetic field? (You need to
balance the gravitational forces acting on the wire)

tr'~ ~ :r.i.8
(a) 2.75 x 10-3 A, current coming out of the page ~!-=-) 0 2-~ -=-r B
(b) 2.75 A, current coming out of the page - . ~..r'- d
(c) 2.75 A, current going i~ the dir~ctio~ of ~he B field ) :r = .62~}:rf. .a:-
(d) 2.75 X 10-3 A, current III OpposIte dIrectIOn of the B field ~

\0 rf ~~~'~ =;T-?:=rGA
Problem 5: A superconducting re can arry a current without a measurable

resistance. I have a wire that can carry 100 A. What is the magnitude and direction
of the magnetic field at the point P in the figure?

(a) 2 x 10-4 T 0
(b) 2 x 10-2 T 0
@x 10-2 T @-=:) ~ :...-
(d) 2 x 10-4 T 0

jE: .ttl ::»0 1. .::::)B. 27\ r = »-0"I.
(L1~x (0-'" w~rf'y"l 00 A ')

2;. (ty /Cf)rf\.)

\h. ,~'vVt ~ r~ ~ sea- .,~ .v-rr: kI2j ~('JZ.I

I..l ~ ~~1c.. f~ F:'~>'4-0
Problem 6: A superconducting solenoid magnetic is designecflto image people. It ~ ~ .

has a bore diameter of 1 m and is 3 m long. The magnetic field is the most uniform in I (J
the center of the magnet. To get high resolution, I need a B field of 2 T and the wires
can carry 50 A safely. How many windings do I need in the entire magnet?

(a) 31,830
@5,4~
(c) 10,610
(d) None of these
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Problem 7: Current in a semiconductor can be carried by electron or holes (hole

act like positive charged electron). I have a slab of silicon semiconductor, and it is in
a perpendicular magnetic field. I pass a current through the slab. Passing a current in
a semiconductor you can not tell whether the current is carried by electrons going one
way or holes going the opposite direction. The imposed magnetic field causes a force
on the carriers (electrons or hole). 'Vhat is the direction of the force for the electrons?
For the holes? (This is the Hall Effect, and it is used to distinguish the types of carriers
in semiconductors.) ~iOf\..

u.;.rJ"9J
(a) hole force is up +y), electron force is up (+y) .:r:- -T 6) , ~ _"J:
(b) hole force is up (+y), electron force is down (-y) / ~ ~_'~ \-
(c) hole force is down (-y), electron force is up (+y) / (-f:)-7~ \&.1
(d) hole force is down (-y), electron force is down (-y), ~ 1t..9;f

~ '/,:AC) rf'+ l-
Problem 8: I have two wires that are at an angle of 90 degrees to each ~h r, and

each wire is 1 m long. The bottom one is attached to the electrodes and not allowed
to move. The top one is allowed to move. Ignoring gravitational forces, which way will
the upper wire (wire B) move when I put currents through the two wires as indicated
in the figure?

(a) to the left
(b) to the right
(c) toward wire A
(d away from wire A
(e) the wire won't move
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